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Key features
• What makes Anthony Joshua one of the most popular
sportsmen in the world
• What it’s like to take a Joshua right hand on the chin
• Get behind the scenes during Joshua’s feud with arch-rival
Dillian Whyte
• Get inside the mindset of a champion, and discover the
advice from Wladimir Klitschko that helped him conquer
the world quicker than any other British heavyweight
• Written by respected boxing journalist Matt Bozeat, a
veteran of Boxing News, Boxing Monthly, Sky Sports, BT
Sport, Box Nation, ITV and Channel Five
• Colour photo section including many previously unseen
pictures

Description
The Joshua Files traces the story of Britain’s latest heavyweight hero from the building site to the top of the boxing world and beyond.
Anthony Joshua’s fight with Wladimir Klitschko, in front of 90,000 fans at Wembley Stadium, transformed the fighter not only
into a national hero but also a global star. Having worked as a boxing journalist for almost 30 years for Boxing News, Boxing Monthly
and Sky Sports, Matt Bozeat was perfectly placed to follow Joshua from a ringside seat from the very start of his professional career.
Joshua turned pro soon after winning gold at the London Olympics in 2012, and has since surpassed all expectations, going on
to dominate the division with a 100 per cent KO record. The Joshua Files tells exactly how he fought his way to the top, through
revealing and insightful interviews with the fighter himself, as well as with the boxing experts, trainers, sparring partners and
opponents who have the closest insider knowledge of Anthony’s incredible rise.
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